TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #228

N.W. COR
CHAMPION

DLC

HISTORICAL:
MAPS A-1076
A-601
A-605
A-180

CONDITION

FOUNDD:
Four 4" Iron Pipe 18" below surface with 2" Hub
111 Center of Pipe with tack in it.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN "T" SPACED 10" APART
"X" "X" Post N.W.
Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap
Power Pole E36-R6-19 A 544W 83 35
Guy Pole E36-R6-49-65A 584W 56B

COMMENTS: Corner is 15' feet south of fence.
That runs north-west and 171 THE SOUTH
LANE OF HUGH LANE ROAD WHICH RUNS EAST-WEST.
Corner is EAST OF HUGH LANE & HODDEN ROAD.
IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR - DAN MCVITT

DATE: 12-73 PHOTO: 11304
* = County corner tag affixed.

TITLE C.S. SUMMER